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1.0 OVERVIEW - RELATIONS OF CARBON DIOXIDE TO ATMOSPHERIC HYPOXIA

AND HYPEROXIA

Oxygen will always be the most critical life substance for human consciousness, mental

capability, physical activity, and many physiologic support functions in space and underwater

operations. Carbon dioxide is the critical agent linking respiration to the needs of oxidative

metabolism. This continuing dual program has involved investigation of excessive oxygen pressure,

and inadequate oxygen pressures.

Breathing high partial pressures of oxygen (hyperoxia), as for diving or therapy of aerospace

decompression sickness, generates toxic effects upon organs and tissues. One component of the

present oxygen research program has therefore been the measurement of rates of development of, and

recovery from, toxic effects of oxygen upon specific functions of blood, lung, brain, visual systems,

auditory and vestibular system, respiratory control, and cardiovascular system. These quantitative

measurements in normal human subjects guide the use of oxygen in hyperoxic therapy, and determine

its usefulness in new diving methods which allow prolonged underwater work by astronauts, using

neutral buoyancy for training in the simulated weightless state. Since optimal use of oxygen is the

key to effectiveness and safety in diving and decompression, determining the limits of human oxygen

tolerance establishes the limits for improvement in safety across the full range of its usefulness

(19,23,25).

In conditions of accidental or intentional exposure to lower than normal pressure of oxygen

(hypoxia), the lowered oxygen supply to brain can result in partial or complete losses of mental and

physical capability. The second major component of the dual oxygen research program is therefore

the measurement of human tolerance to increasing degrees of sudden (acute) hypoxic stress.

Measurements are made of effects on respiratory functions, arterial blood gases, physical exercise

capability, and control of brain circulation, to the limits of consciousness. For both hyperoxia and

hypoxia programs, measurements include calibrated on-line monitoring of blood flow rate through a

major brain blood vessel, to allow calculation of changes in the brain oxygen flow and partial

pressures.

The purposes of these two interlocking programs, involving toxic effects of excess oxygen

pressure on the one extreme, and organ system failures in oxygen deficiency on the other, are to

obtain the baselines for investigating the roles of carbon dioxide in modifying these different effects,

at rest and at work, over the full range of useful or tolerable oxygen pressures.

The results accumulated over a many-year period have explained why exposures to an

increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide can accelerate development of the convulsions produced by

brain oxygen poisoning. The accelerated toxicity is due to the increase in brain blood (oxygen) flow

produced by carbon dioxide dilation of brain blood vessels.

In hypoxia, carbon dioxide can also increase brain blood flow and oxygenation, by dilating

brain blood vessels. This increased blood (oxygen) flow provides an acute, beneficial adaptation to

otherwise intolerable degrees of hypoxia. The present stage of the hypoxia program concerns the

{4195 :nasa94,5:co2o2fin.rpt}
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effectiveness of carbon dioxide-induced acute physiologic adaptations to hypoxia in maintenance of

critical mental and psychomotor capabilities.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The accomplishments described in this report are part of a continuing broad Program

of the Institute for Environmental Medicine, concerned with potential advantageous and

detrimental influences of deviations from natural respiratory environments. The overall

NASA-related Program emphasizes human physical, physiological and mental activity in two

extremes of physiologically related environmental oxygen stress (Fig. I-1).

One component, performed under other (USN) support, relates to interacting effects of

carbon dioxide and hyperoxia in Underwater and Hyperbaric 02 Therapy activities.

The component under this NASA Project relates to interacting effects of carbon.

dioxide and hvpoxia (pertinent to aerospace adaptations in short and long duration operational

and emergency atmospheres) (22).

The research therefore encompasses the extremes of tolerance to high and low oxygen

partial pressures, in order to expand understanding of the basic physiological mechanisms

affected by each (Fig. I-1). Biomedical implications in each component of the Program

(hypoxia and hyperoxia) concern interrelations of respiratory control systems with arterial

oxygenation, brain circulation, brain oxygenation and cognitive/psychomotor performance, and

physical performance.

In hvperoxic exposures, an increase in arterial carbon dioxide pressure (hypercapnia)

can accelerate, or a decrease (hypocapnia) can delay onset of the convulsions and

unconsciousness of oxygen poisoning (25). In hypoxic exposures, an increase in arterial

carbon dioxide pressure can sustain brain oxygenation and mental performance, or a decrease

(hypocapnia) can induce hypoxic unconsciousness due to decreased brain blood (oxygen) flow

and exaggerated fall in brain PO2 (10,16,30).

The two different states of oxygenation and patterns of effect on central nervous

system functions are linked physiologically by the fundamental influences of carbon dioxide

(i.e., hydrogen ion activity) on neural sensors of respiratory control and on the smooth muscle

cells of brain arterioles. Between the pathophysio!.ggic effects of oxygen poisoning and the

metabolic disruptions of hypoxia (40) the graded benign physiological influences of low and

high oxygen pressures exist during important extremes of human activity environmental

exposures.

Acute interactions of carbon dioxide with hypoxia and hyperoxia have been studied in

resting states (2,27,29,30,36). They have not been well enough defined for either hypoxia or

hyperoxia over the range of useful exercise tolerance, in which oxygen demand and carbon

dioxide production are increased. However, the parallel investigations of graded hypoxia and

hyperoxic environments within the present Program are providing quantitative predictive

{4/95:nasa94,5:co2o2finxpt} 2
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descriptions of the physiological linkages relating to alterations of the internal respiratory

environments, produced in adaptations to change in external atmospheres. The returns to each

Program component are magnified by the other.

3.0 OBJECTIVES OF PROJECT - HYPOXIA-CO 2 INTERACTIONS

The Scope of Information desired included (a) physiological and performance

consequences of exposures to simulated microgravity, in rest and graded physical activity, (b)

separate influences of graded degrees of atmospheric hypercapnia and hypoxia, and (c)

composite effects of hypoxia and hypercapnia.

The research Objectives were selected for close relevance to existing quantitative

information concerning interactions of hypercapnia and hypoxia on respiratory and brain

circulatory control. They include:

o To determine influences of normoxic immersion on interrelations of pulmonary

ventilation, arterial PCO 2 and P02, and brain blood flow, in rest and physical work.

o To determine influence of normoxic immersion on respiratory reactivity to

atmospheric hypercapnia at rest.

o To determine influence of atmospheric hypoxia on respiratory reactivity to

hypercapnia at rest and in work.

o To provide physiological baselines of data concerning adaptations in acute

exposures, to aid in investigation of rates of adaptation or deteriorations in physiological or

performance capability during subsequent multi-day exposures.

!

m

W

= =

4.0 PHYSIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF CO2-HYPOXIA INTERACTIONS IN

REST AND WORK (Relations to Acute and Sustained Adaptations)

The continuous linkage between the internal respiratory environment of metabolizing

brain tissues and the external respiratory environments is precisely quantitative (in open or

closed atmosphere systems). This linkage is largely by way of active influences of carbon

dioxide and oxygen levels upon localized neural cells of respiratory control and smooth
muscle cells of local vascular control.

Normally the authoritative role in regulating both the oxygenation and the level of

tissue hydrogen ion activity, essential for the biological burning represented by our

metabolism, belongs to carbon dioxide through its multiple effects. Oxygenation in the

normal sea level environment follows adequately, but essentially passively, the events dictated

by CO2 (18). The fine adjustment of natural pulmonary function and respiration at rest (and

evidently in physical work) are regulated by neural responses to local internal acid-base states.

This function is not so much to efficiently eliminate metabolically produced carbon dioxide as

{4/95:nasa94,5 :co2o2fin.rpt} 3
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to do so with an inefficiency designed to assure maintenance of the essential elevated degree

of carbon dioxide pressure in the internal environment (18).

In acute atmospheric hypoxia, the power of peripheral chemoreflex stimulation of

respiratory central neural mechanisms lowers arterial carbon dioxide pressure, detracting in

part from the cited peripheral chemoreflex respiratory drive (15,41,42,44,46). The

quantitative interplay of these COJO 2- related effects modifies the degree of hypoxia within

the entire internal respiratory environment and the cell functions it supports.

4.1 Relations to Previous Work: C02-Hypoxia Interactions in Brain Blood
Flow Control

The powerful importance of carbon dioxide in internal environmental control for the

brain is via its influence upon the tone of brain arterial vessels (23,30,36,39). In an acute

exposure to a hypoxic atmosphere, accidental or intentional, the resulting reduction in oxygen

supply to the brain can produce impairment of mental and physical function, or loss of

consciousness. The degree of functional impairment is only in part related to the degree of

arterial hypoxemia. It is acutely also related to the degree of arterial hypocapnia resulting

from the chemoreflex ventilatory stimulation which occurs in hypoxia (23,26). This hypoxic

hyperventilation and its advantageous influence on alveolar PO 2 partially counters the lowered

alveolar and arterial oxygen pressure (16,37a,46). However, the hypoxia-induced cerebral

vasodilation and increased brain blood flow is partially limited or even overcome by the

cerebral vasoconstrictor influence of hypocapnia (23,26). The lowered carbon dioxide

pressure of arterial blood during acute exposure to hypoxic environments therefore can

diminish central nervous system tolerance to atmospheric hypoxia, as well as disturbing the

central neural acid-base environment. For such reasons, in human subjects a prevention of the

prominent arterial hypocapnia associated with administration of hypoxic gas (e.g., 8% 02 at

1.0 ATA, or during 100% 02 breathing at 40,000 feet altitude), provides the brain with a

better oxygen supply than it has when subnormal O 2 is inspired without preventing arterial

hypocapnia (16,30).

4.2 Relations to Performance Functions

Interacting influences of hypoxia and CO2 on ventilation, blood gas transport, brain

blood flow, and brain metabolism have been described, as has study of visual and mental

performance in hypoxic states (7,33,34,37,43,45). However, relatively little is known about

concurrent effects of these important interactions of CO 2 and hypoxia on mental and

psychomotor performance or on the quality of visual and other perceptual functions in

physical exercise. Mental competence, neuromuscular coordination, and vision are critical

functions in responding to a life-threatening emergency, or in maintaining the precise

operational skills required for manned space operations. This Project hypothesizes

maintenance of these critical functions during hypoxic work, by reversal of hypocapnia to

sustain cerebral oxygenation. This effect may conceivably be modified during exposure to

microgravity by central pooling of blood and other circulatory alterations. Simulation of

{4/95:nasa94,5:co2o2fin.rpt} 4
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microgravity by immersion in water was therefore included in the Program to provide an

initial step in evaluation of this possibility (9,28), at rest and at work.

4.3 C__QO2-O2 Interactions in Severe States of Hypoxia, Hypercapnia, and

Physical Work

During any accidental or purposeful exposure to hypoxia, an ability to perform precise

mental and psychomotor functions will be desirable or required during brief or extended

periods of physical work, as well as in rest states. It was considered that the increased rates

of whole body oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production caused by physical work

will decrease tolerance to hypoxemia alone (38,45) and could limit the beneficial effects of

arterial PCO 2 elevation on brain oxygenation, mental, psychomotor, and visual functions that

were hypothesized for hypoxic exposures at rest.

5.0 ORIGINAL HYPOTHESES

The originating Program hypothesis was that a tolerable increase in atmospheric carbon

dioxide pressure during acute atmospheric hypoxia will accelerate adaptation and improve

mental and physical performance, at rest and in work. It was desired to relate the concept

also to immersion. Hypotheses were therefore extended to include:

o Respiratory (and brain vascular) reactivity to increased atmospheric carbon dioxide

partial pressure during immersion microgravity simulation will not be different than in

exposures to normal dry environment.

o Tolerable exposure to increased inspiratory hypercapnia will improve

cognitive/psychomotor performance during atmospheric hypoxia in rest and physical work.

o Improvement in performance will result from CO2-induced combined increases in

respiration, arterial oxygenation, and brain blood 0 2 flow.

n
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u
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6.0 SIGNIFICANCE

The special significance of the present research has been its contributions to a Program

specifically concerned with interacting influences of non-inert respiratory atmospheric

components in rest and in work, in acute and transient exposure, and in longer term

exposures.

Especially significant from practical operational standpoints is that, different from

effects of slow climbing to increased altitude, the spacecraft, module or station can experience

abrupt accidental or intentional, slight or drastic changes in the contained atmosphere. The

scope of potential accidental or intentional changes will increase with mission duration, and

can involve loss of pressure, loss of inert gas, loss of oxygen, or defect in carbon dioxide

{4/95:nasa94,5:co2o2fin.rpt}
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removal. Pressure reduction then becomes a means of reducing rate of gas loss or gas

toxicity.

Significance related directly to physiologic responses to CO2-Hypoxia interactions is

that no exposure to atmospheric hypoxia, of either mild or severe degree, produces its

measurable effects except in coniunction with parallel effects of intrinsic changes produced by

carbon dioxide (16). Further special physiologic significance relates to the interlocked

neurochemical central and peripheral chemoreflex System of Respiratory Control, affected in

acute and in longer exposures to atmospheric changes. The System itself is constant, but

alteration of the pressure of either or both oxygen or carbon dioxide results in immediate and

reproducible shifts in control system equilibrium, modifying circulation and other systems

affecting internal environments of brain and other critical organs.

Atmospheric control and adjustment for routine and contingency activity in prolonged

space operations are more easily provided through engineering than are most other

environmental requirements. They are also most critical, day-by-day, for ultimate long-term

success. The many decades of expert physiological investigations of aviation, mountaineering

and laboratory exposure to altered respiratory environments have provided much of the

conceptual understanding and information concerning limits of tolerance for periods of

minutes, days or weeks (15,16,38,42). Development of predictive capability for success in

multi-month or multi-year exposures in space requires progressive accumulation of such data

adaptable to predictive modeling of contingencies relating human and equipment function.

The present Program is providing its organized data to the Environmental Biomedical

Research Data Center (NASA NAGW-3628) for potential use in such predictive modeling

(20).

7.0 SCOPE OF EXPERIMENT PROJECTS PERFORMED - Results During Four

Phases of This Report Period

7.1 Phase I - Methods and Procedures Development and Validation

Work objectives centered upon study of interactions of physiologic responses to acute

exposures to physical work, and to altered respiratory environment. These experiments

therefore required simultaneous measurements of relevant facts, with special ability to

measure rates of change, as well as "stable" dose-effect relationships.

Immersion was used as a partial simulation condition for null gravity. It is also the

natural environment in Naval and NASA diving, and has been cited as contributory to

development of convulsions in hyperoxic exposures (3,6,47). Special methods developments

were required for the performance of physiologic studies in immersion and dry states. Pre-

existing capability included essentially breath-by-breath measurement of respiratory ventilation

functions, end-tidal gas composition, metabolic gas exchange, arterial % hemoglobin

saturation (pulse oximeter), and physical work level.

{4/95:nasa94,5 :co2o2fin.rpt}
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Introduction of new required methods involved development and pre-experiment

validation. Major Sub-Projects therefore encompassed:

7.1.1 Development of Laboratory Underwater Ergometry System for

Controlled Submerged Exercise

An underwater work system was developed to measure physiological responses to

equivalent exercise workloads under dry and immersed conditions (Fig. III-1). The system

was calibrated in eight subjects by measuring oxygen uptake at underwater workloads of 30,

50, 75, 100, 125, and 150 watts and dry workloads of 30, 50, 100, 150, and 200 watts.

Calculated regression lines fitted to oxygen uptake values obtained under wet and dry exercise

conditions had nearly identical slopes, with the wet values about 0.550 L/min higher than the

dry values at the same ergometer workload settings (Fig. III-2). The influence of pedal rate

on oxygen uptake at equivalent workloads under wet and dry conditions was also evaluated in

eight subjects (III-3). As expected, the change in oxygen uptake for different pedal rates

underwater was much steeper than that found under dry conditions. A pedal rate control

system with an underwater speaker that emitted low or high tones when pedal rate was too

low or too high, respectively, was used to provide feedback that helped the subject to

maintain a constant pedal rate/work rate underwater.

7.1.2 Immersed Arterial Blood Sampling

The requirement for obtaining arterial blood samples from an immersed subject

imposed precautions to avoid contamination of the puncture wound over and in the radial

artery. The skin puncture site was covered with antibiotic ointment prior to sealing the area

with a large transparent Tegaderm dressing. Waterproofing of the puncture site was further

assured by covering the periphery of the Tegaderm patch and adjacent skin with a layer of

liquid silicone rubber.

7.1.3 Establishment of Quantitative, On-Line Transcranial Doppler
Method as Continuous Index of Brain Blood Flow

Transcranial Doppler measurements of middle cerebral arterial (MCA) flow velocity

were calibrated against simultaneous measurements of cerebral blood flow (CBF) perfusion

rate by clearance of radioactive xenon (Fig. II-1). Eight subjects were studied over an arterial

PCO 2 range of 25 to 50 mm Hg while breathing oxygen as the background gas. Relative to

control values measured while breathing 100% 02, percent changes in CBF at increased levels

of arterial PCO2 corresponded to changes in MCA velocity in a ratio of 2:1 (Fig. II-2). These

relative changes are consistent with MCA vasodilation during exposure to hypercapnia.

_===_

i
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7.1.4 Transcranial Doppler Blood Flow Measurement in Immersion

Transcranial Doppler (TCD) ultrasonography is a relatively new technique that was

developed initially for use in patients with neurological diseases (1). Prior to the current

application, it had not been used for underwater measurements. Problems were encountered

related both to stabilization of the TCD probe and to the elimination of artifacts caused in

immersion by multi-directional transmission of Doppler signals.

Stable orientation of the TCD probe with respect to the middle cerebral artery must be

maintained at rest and during exercise throughout an experiment to obtain accurate

measurements of blood flow velocity. The platform supplied by the manufacturer for long-

term attachment of the TCD probe to an appropriate cranial "window" did not provide

adequate stability during exercise even in a dry environment. This problem was solved by the

design and fabrication of a new platform that could be attached to the subject's head with the

aid of Stomahesive and double-backed tape. The new platform also provided a mechanism

for clamping the TCD probe to maintain a constant angle of insonation with the middle

cerebral artery. The softening of Stomahesive underwater occurred slowly enough that probe

stability could easily be maintained for the duration of an experiment.

Multi-directional transmission of Doppler signals underwater caused problems that do

not exist in an air background. Artifacts related to head or wave movements appeared as

bursts of noise that distorted or obliterated the waveform of the blood velocity signal. Head

movements were minimized by positioning the subject to provide mechanical stability that

facilitated the performance of ergometer exercise without extraneous body movements.

Measures were taken to reduce artifacts due to wave action during exercise.

7.2 Phase H - Effects of Partial and Total Immersion

Specific interests in immersion concemed effects of immersion on respiration and brain

blood flow, respiratory and brain circulatory reactivity to CO2, and responses to exercise.

7.2.1 Effects of Partial and Total Immersion on Physiological Responses to

Incremental Exercise (Breathing Air at 1.0 Atmosphere)

Eight subjects were studied during incremental exercise under dry conditions, then

during head-out immersion, and during total immersion. Water temperature was maintained at

32°C. Air was breathed rather than oxygen to facilitate measurements of oxygen uptake

during exercise. During exposure to each condition, a 10-minute rest period was followed by

three consecutive 6-minute workloads consisting of 60, 110, and 150 watts at a pedal rate of

60 rpm in the dry and 30, 80, and 1I0 watts at 50 rpm during immersion. Concurrent

measurements at each workload included end-tidal PCO 2, MCA (middle cerebral artrey) blood

flow velocity, ventilation rate, tidal volume, respiratory rate, heart rate, and rates of 02 uptake

and CO2 elimination.

{4/95:nasa94,5:co2o2fin.rpt} 8
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Average ventilatory responses to incremental exercise were nearly identical under dry

conditions and in both immersion states (Fig. IV-2). Average end-tidal PCO 2 values at rest

and during incremental exercise for all three conditions are shown in Fig. IV-3. None of the

differences in end-tidal PCO 2 values at equivalent workloads were statistically significant by
analysis of variance across all workloads and all three conditions.

Average MCA blood flow velocities in all three conditions increased significantly by

about 8 cm/sec on the average during the transition from rest to exercise, but remained

essentially constant with further increments in workload (Fig. IV-l). There were no

significant differences in MCA blood flow velocities measured under dry conditions or in
either immersion state.

7.2.2 Effects of Partial and Total Immersion on Physiological Responses to

Progressive Hypercapnia (Breathing Oxygen at 1.0 Atmosphere)

Eight subjects were studied at rest under dry conditions, then during head-out

immersion, and finally during total immersion. Water temperature was maintained at 35°C.

In each condition, the subject first breathed air, then 100% 02, followed by consecutive

periods of CO2 administration at controlled end-tidal PCO 2 levels of 45, 50, and 55 mm Hg.

Concurrent measurements on each gas included arterial PCO2, PO2, and pH, body temperature,

MCA blood flow velocity, ventilation rate, tidal volume, respiratory rate, heart rate, and mean

arterial blood pressure.

Average ventilatory responses to progressive hvpercapnia were higher under dry

conditions than in both immersion states, but the differences were small and not statistically

significant (Fig. V-2). Neither head-out nor total immersion had a measurable effect on

ventilatory responses to hypercapnia at rest.

Relationships of average body temperature to increasing arterial PCO 2 showed only

small, but consistent, differences in the dry and during immersion. Hypercapnia-induced

peripheral vasodilation with increased heat loss to the 25°C ambient air atmosphere probably

accounted for the observed 0.4°C fall in body temperature under dry conditions. During

head-out and total immersion in 35°C water, body temperature remained stable during

exposure to hypercapnia. The observation that average body temperature was about 0.3°C

higher during total than during head-out immersion probably reflects the fact that these

measurements were obtained after an additional 90 minutes of immersion in warm water.

Average values for mean arterial blood pressure were consistently lower in both

immersion states than under dry conditions at comparable levels of arterial PCO2 (Fig. V-4).

The lower arterial blood pressure and increased heart rate observed during immersion are

consistent with a mild hypotensive response to heat-induced cutaneous vasodilation in 35°C

water and a related reflex increase in heart rate. Mean blood pressure rose progressively in

response to increasing arterial PCO2 with essentially equal slopes in all three conditions, but

average values during immersion were significantly lower by about 7-8 mm Hg.

{4/95:nasa94,5:co2o2fin.rpt} 9
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Average heart rate also rose progressively in response to increasing arterial PCO 2 with

nearly equal slopes in all three conditions (Fig. V-3). Average values in both immersion

states were nearly identical during exposure to hypercapnia, and both curves were significantly

higher by about 9-10 beats/minute than average values obtained under dry conditions at the

same levels of arterial PCO v The nearly linear increments in heart rate and mean arterial

blood pressure with increasing arterial PCOz probably reflect hypercapnia-induced sympathetic

stimulation which may be modified to some extent by the superimposed vagal cardiac action

of hyperoxia.

The average MCA blood flow velocity (Brain Blood Flow Index) responses to

increasing arterial PCO 2 were nearly identical under dry conditions and in both immersion

states (V-l). These results were obtained under resting conditions with virtually no Doppler

signal interference related to immersion of the Doppler probe. The observed data indicate that

cerebral circulatory responses to hypercapnia at rest are not significantly influenced by either
head-out or total immersion.

7.3 Phase III - Evaluation of Specific Mental Function Tests as Sensitive

Indices of Hypoxie Effect, at Rest and in Exercise

Effects of exercise and/or hypercapnia during acute exposures to atmospheric hypoxia

depend upon the degree and duration of the hypoxia.

An intent of the Program therefore has to be to establish sustained decrements in

hypoxia-sensitive mental functions, in order then to investigate effects of superimposed

hypercapnia and/or exercise. Such ancillary effects must be interpreted in relation to degree

and duration of hypoxic exposure. Therefore an initial step in the Program required selecting

atmospheric 0 2 concentrations tolerably detrimental over the desired hour-long exposure

period.

Prior experiments showed that .08 ATA 02 inspired at rest for periods of 20 to 30

minutes induced significant decreases in brain Oz consumption, which was largely reversible

by preventing arterial hypocapnia (16,23). Exposure to .10 ATA 02 causes only small

decrements in brain O2 consumption of resting subjects (13).

7.3.1 Test Evaluation and Performance Measurement System

In the present Program, the search for sensitive measures of hypoxic effects on mental

function was greatly facilitated by the availability of the Performance Measurement System,

that was designed, constructed, and evaluated at the Institute for Environmental Medicine

(Appendix A). The Appendix contains descriptions of Tests and System.

Exposures to. 12 ATA 02 and 10% in N 2 were used initially to explore capability of

graded uninterrupted physical work of 50 and 100 watts, while responding to mental and

psychomotor function tests. Significant changes in psychomotor functions were found with
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10% 02, but not found with 12% 02 in continuous rest/work exposure (Annual Report 1993)

(21).

Specific tests evaluated with 10% 02 during and following studies of 12% 02

exposures were a Time Reproduction Test of time estimation ability, a Visual Digit Span Test

of span memory ability, a Choice Reaction Time Test of response orientation ability, and an

Operations Test of numeric reasoning ability. These tests were selected for evaluation by the

following criteria: (a) a level of difficulty such that a stable performance plateau could be

readily achieved within a reasonable training period; (b) a wide range of possible scores

achievable within an administration time of less than 5 minutes; (c) randomly presented test

items having uniform degrees of difficulty; (d) sensitivity of test scores to hypoxia sufficient

that significant decrements occur consistently during exposure to inspired oxygen

concentrations of 10% or higher.

Effects of exposure to 10% 02 (0.1 ATA 02) for up to 60 minute on the four selected

tests in five trained normal men are summarized in the prior Annual Report (21). Both the

choice reaction time and the operations test were significantly reduced by 19.6% and 19.0%,

respectively. However, these observed decrements were relatively small in magnitude, and

therefore not satisfactory for assessing the capacity for restoring function by carbon dioxide
administration.

Accordingly, effects of hypoxia on six additional tests of mental function were

evaluated for potential larger sensitivity to hypoxia.

7.3.2 Technical Descriptions of Six Mental Function Tests Evaluated for

Use in Exposures to 10% 0 2 Alone and (10% O5 with COs)

The simpler tests evaluated initially were studied in subjects trained to baseline

plateaus in the technical performance of these tests. More complex tests were selected for this

next phase of investigation, and the effects of hypoxic exposure on recently learned skills

were also evaluated. The selected Performance Measurement System Tests and mental

functions involved are briefly as follows:

Word-Number Test of Associative Memory Ability. The subject is given one minute

to memorize a video monitor display of six vertically oriented side-by-side word-number pairs

(Appendix A). This display is then replaced by another with the same words in a different

(scrambled) order, without the numbers. The response is to indicate (with the stylus) the two

digits remembered as paired with each word, working from top to bottom of the display. The

complete test consists of two six-paired displays, with the principal score the number of

correct responses (24 maximum).

Letter Order Test of Inductive Reasoning Ability] The object is find the rule that

makes four of five letter groups (identified with the digits "I" to "5") alike in some way, and

to report which one does not fit the rule. The response is to put the stylus into the

{4/95:nasa94,5:co2o2fin.rpt} 11
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appropriate cell "1" through "5". The test lasts four minutes, and the principal score is the

number of correct responses minus one fourth the number of incorrect responses.

Surface Development Test of Visualization Ability. An isometric drawing of a three

dimensional object with eight edges numbered "1" through "8" and a principal side identified

with the letter "X" is displayed to the right of the same object shown folded out in two

dimensions, with the same edges identified by the letters "A" through "H" and the side "X"

identified. The response is to match each lettered edge on the foldout with its corresponding

numbered edge on the isometric drawing by placing the stylus in the appropriate cell "1"

through "8". The test lasts three minutes, and the principal score is the number of correct

responses minus one seventh the number of incorrect responses.

Choosing-a-Path Test, of Spatial Scanning Ability. The display shows five boxes side-

by-side. Each box has indicated start (S) and finish (F) points along with a maze of

intersecting lines. Small closed circles indicate those intersections where turns can be made.

One large open circle must be included in the single complete path originating at the "S" in a

box and terminating at the "F" in the same box. Each box is identified with a digit ("1"

through "5"). The response is to indicate the box that has a complete path from "S" to "F" by

placing the stylus in the appropriate cell "1" through "5". The test lasts four minutes, and the

principal score is the number of correct responses minus one fourth the number of incorrect

responses.

Multiplication (or Division) Test, of Numerical Ability. A multiplication (or division)

problem is displayed. The response is to indicate the correct answer to the arithmetical

operation by placing the stylus sequentially into the appropriate cells numbered "0" through

"9", and then indicating that the answer is complete by placing the stylus into the "star" cell.

The test lasts two minutes, and the principal score is the number of correct digits in the 2- or

3-digit solutions to the randomly presented problems.

7.3.3 Effects of Breathing 10% Oxygen for 60 Minutes on Six Selected

Tests of Mental Function (Inexperienced Subjects)

Previous studies (5,8,12) have indicated that recently learned information may be more

sensitive than well established skills, to impairment by hypoxia. In order to determine

whether any of the six selected tests were unusually sensitive to hypoxia in inexperienced

subjects, they were initially screened in eight subjects who were taught how to perform each

test, but had not achieved a stable learning plateau. On each of two different days at least

two days apart, each subject performed three mental function tests under normoxic control

conditions and then repeated the tests starting at 35, 45, and 55 minutes of a 60-minute

exposure to 10% 02. The Word-Number, Choosing-a-Path, and Multiplication Tests were

administered in that order on the first day. On the second day, the test sequence consisted of

the Letter Order, Surface Development, and Division Tests. Because performance of each test

during exposure to hypoxia always followed testing under normoxic conditions, any learning

that occurred with repetition of the same test would reduce rather than increase its apparent

sensitivity to hypoxia.

{4/95:nasa94,5:co2o2fin.rpt} 12
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Average scores for each of the six selected tests under normoxic and hypoxic

conditions are summarized in Fig. VI-1. None of the tests provided an exceptionally sensitive

indication of hypoxia in the eight relatively inexperienced subjects. Average scores were

reduced during exposure to hypoxia for all but the Letter Order Test. Distinct decrements of

performance were found for several tests. The observed decrements were statistically

significant for the Word-Number, Choosing-a-Path, and Division Tests. With respect to the

air breathing control value, average scores for these tests were reduced by 38.1, 58.6, and

28.5%, respectively. Despite the observed large decrement, the Choosing-a-Path Test was not

selected for further evaluation, because the excessive time required for each response greatly

reduced the range of possible scores that could be achieved within a limited time.

Conversely, the Letter Order Test was selected for further evaluation, despite its apparent

insensitivity to hypoxia, because it was considered that its sensitivity could be improved with

more experienced subjects.

Accordingly, the Word-Number, Letter Order, and Division Tests were selected for

final evaluation in subjects who were trained to achieve baseline plateaus in all three tests.

7.4 Phase IV - CO 2 Effects During Hypoxia

7.4.1 Effects of Breathing 10% Oxygen for 60 Minutes on Physiological

and Mental Functions (Experienced Subjects)

Mental Function Responses

Results of mental function testing under normoxic and hvpoxic conditions in nine

experienced subjects are summarized in Fig. VI-2. Average air breathing control scores for

the Word-Number, Letter Order, and Division Tests were 21, 61, and 14% higher,

respectively, than the corresponding scores achieved by inexperienced subjects. Scores of all

three tests were significantly reduced during exposure to hypoxia by average decrements of

37.9, 47.6, and 21.6%, respectively. Percent decrements in all three tests in relation to

hypoxic exposure duration are shown in Appendix Fig. VI-3.

All three tests were selected as mental function indices for the planned evaluation of

carbon dioxide administration as an effective means for increasing CNS tolerance to hypoxia.

Physiological Responses

Average physiological responses to prolonged hypoxia in the nine experienced subjects

are summarized graphically in Figs. VII-1 to VII-4. Upon abrupt administration of 10% 02,

end-tidal PO2 fell rapidly, as the initiating event, to about 35 mm Hg, with little individual

variability during the first half of the hypoxic exposure and some variation in association with

mental function testing during the second half (Fig. VII-l). Average arterial oxyhemoglobin

saturation decreased from about 98% during air breathing to 62-67% (Fig. VII-2). Ventilation

increased from an average control value of 7.2 L/min to 9-13 L/min (Fig. VII-4). Reflecting

the hypoxic stimulation of ventilation, estimated arterial PCO2 (from end-tidal values) fell

{4/95 :nasa94,5:co2o2fin.rpt} 13
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from an average value of 42.5 mm Hg during air breathing to about 36 mm Hg during the

first half of the exposure, declining further to about 34 mm Hg during the second half of the

hypoxic exposure (Fig. VII-3). Average heart rate increased from 72 beats/min to about 89

beats/min within the first 10 minutes and then declined gradually to about 78 beats/min during

the rest of the exposure to hypoxia (Fig. VII-2).

7.4.2 Contrast of Hypoxia Alone and Hypoxia with Restored

Normocapnia, on Mental Performance and Physiological Responses

CO 2 Effects Upon Mental Function during Hypoxia

The potential for amelioration of hypoxic effects on mental function by concurrent

administration of carbon dioxide was evaluated in eight subjects exposed continuously to 10%

02 for 60 minutes. 4.1% CO 2 was added over the final 23 minutes of 10% O2 exposure.

Following air control measurements, the Word-Number, Letter Order, and Division Tests were

administered to each subject beginning at about 28 minutes of 10% 02 exposure (see Fig. VII-

1 for timing). All three tests were then repeated beginning at 10 minutes after the start of

CO 2 addition. Average scores for all three mental function tests during air breathing,

exposure to 10% O2, and exposure to 10% O 2 with 4.1% CO 2 are summarized in Fig. VI-2

and percent decrements in relation to exposure duration in Fig. VI-3.

Average scores of the word-number and division tests were significantly reduced by

25.5 and 34.4%, respectively, during exposure to hypoxia alone and were not significantly

different from normoxic control scores after addition of 4.1% CO 2 to the breathing gas. In

contrast, average scores of the Letter Order Test were not significantly reduced during

hypoxia alone, with an average decrement of only 10.1%, but were significantly decreased by

32.4% after addition of CO 2 to the breathing gas. Upon detailed evaluation of this test to

determine why the corresponding pattern of responses differed so markedly from those found

for the other two tests, it was discovered that the degrees of difficulty among test items varied

randomly. Therefore, the relative scores achieved during repeated Letter Order Testing were

influenced as much by the random variation in degree of difficulty as they were by concurrent

changes in the mental competence of the subject. By comparison, repeated presentations of

the Word-Number and Division Tests were more uniform in degree of difficulty.

CQ2 Effects upon Physiologic Responses to Hvpoxia

Physiological responses to hypoxia with restored normocapnia are summarized in

Figs. VII-1 to VII-2. End-tidal PO 2 fell from an average control value of 108 mm Hg to

level off at about 36 mm Hg during exposure to hypoxia alone (Fig. VII-l). After addition of

CO2, end-tidal PO 2 rose to stabilize at about 55 mm Hg. Arterial oxyhemoglobin saturation

decreased from an average control value of 98% to about 68-72% during exposure to hypoxia,

and rose to level off at about 91% after addition of CO 2 (Fig. VII-2). Ventilation increased

from an average control value of 7.7 L/min to 10-12 L/min while breathing 10.0% 02 and

increased further to 21-23 L/min after addition of 4.1% CO 2 (Fig. VII-4). Estimated arterial

PCO2 fell from an average value of 43.2 mm Hg during air breathing to about 36 mm Hg

{4/95:nasa94,5:co2o2fin.rpt} 14
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during exposure to hypoxia alone and rose to plateau at about 44.5 mm Hg after addition of

CO a (Fig. VII-3). Average heart rate increased from a control value of 75 beats/min to 88-93

beats/min during exposure to hypoxia alone. After addition of CO a to the inspired gas, heart

rate actually declined, to range from average values of 76-84 beats/min, with an overall

average of about 80 beats/min (Fig. VII-2).
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8.0 SUMMARY - SCIENTIFIC RELEVANCE OF RESULTS AND IMPACT ON

FUTURE RESEARCH PLANS

The Performance Measurement System (Appendix A) proved highly adaptable to

studies of changing hypoxic stress. Of the six tests of mental function that were evaluated

during the second Program year, a word-number test of associative memory ability and a

division test of numerical ability were consistently impaired during exposure to 10% 0 2.

Scores of both tests were restored to normoxic control levels when 4.1% CO 2 was added to

the inspired gas while continuing the exposure to hypoxia. This represented an acute

adaptation to acute atmospheric hypoxia.

Physiological responses to restored normocapnia in hypoxi.a included an increment in

ventilation that was sufficient to raise arterial oxyhemoglobin saturation to about 91% from a

level of about 70% during exposure to hypoxia alone. The improvement in arterial oxygen

content was associated with reversal of a mild tachycardia that was present during exposure to

hypoxia alone.

During immersion studies measurement of the Transcranial Doppler index of brain

blood flow was possible. The initial research plan included the use of immersion to simulate

microgravity influences on ventilatory and brain circulatory adaptations to hypoxia with and

without restored normocapnia. The immersion studies, done in the presence of normoxic or

hyperoxic levels of oxygenation, showed no detectable influences of total immersion on

ventilatory or cerebral circulatory responses to either incremental exercise or progressive

hypercapnia. This indicates that the influence of restored normocapnia on CNS tolerance to

hypoxia is also unlikely to be affected by immersion.

The results provided in Graphic Summary are all consistent with our initial hypothesis

that CNS tolerance to atmosoheric hypoxia can be increased promptly and significantly by

purposeful elevation of inspired carbon dioxide _ial pressures. The influence of carbon

dioxide in limiting the degree of arterial hypoxemia is expected to produce further advantage

through improvement in brain blood (oxygen) flow. At the time these experiments were

performed, the techniques for measuring MCA blood flow velocity by Transcranial Doppler

(TCD) ultrasonography were not fully developed in our laboratory. The important

measurement of brain oxygenation will be included in the planned extension of the Program.

The physiological influence of exercise on CNS tolerance to hypoxia alone and with restored

{4/95:nasa94,5:co2o2fin.rpt} 15
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normocapnia will also be determined, along with specific study of the rates of adaptation of

physiologic responses.

9.0 PERSPECTIVE FOR FUTURE RESEARCH - Relevance of Carbon

Dioxide/Hypoxia Interactions to NASA Biomedical Research Program and

Operations
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In the self-contained spacecraft, vehicles, stations, suits or other human containments

in space activity, the desired safety and functional capability depend primarily, both acutely

and in prolonged missions, upon the respiratory environmental, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and

oxygen. Normal individuals adapt gradually on earth to a considerable range of prolonged

exposure to atmospheres of reduced oxygen pressure, having no appreciable carbon dioxide

content. Natural states of prolonged human exposure to elevated carbon dioxide pressures,

with or without concurrent hypoxia, do not exist on earth except in chronic pulmonary

disease. Nevertheless, potentially useful, acutely hazardous, or chronically detrimental

exposures to carbon dioxide and/or hypoxia are all considered important possibilities within

forthcoming prolonged human activity in space. Enhanced ability to adapt to accidental or

purposeful atmospheric changes in oxygen and/or carbon dioxide could save lives of crew

members, sustain performance capabilitY, or avoid premature termination of missions.

Reduction of ambient pressure in spacecraft or station reduces decompression hazard, suit

pressure requirement, reduces leakage rate, and, without oxygen supplementation, reduces fire

hazard (14,17,22,35). Elevation of inspired carbon dioxide in acute (possibly accidental)

hypoxic states sustains consciousness and mobility for emergency action (10,30). For such

reasons, experiment and analysis providing for prediction of physiological tolerance and

performance capability in unusual respiratory environments is an essential component of

NASA Biomedical Research and Operations programs.

The data obtained concerning CO2-O 2 interactions in hypoxia will continue to be

paralleled by data obtained concerning CO2-Hyper6-2-t'a interactions (Fig. VIII-l).
/
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INTRODUCTION

Origin of PMS at the Institute For Env%ronmental Medicine.

Conventional methods of administering a variety of mental function and

performance tests is by use of special purpose devices (pencil and

paper, electromechanical and electronic apparatus), each specific to an

individual test. From about 1960 to 1970, investigators at the

University of Pennsylvania's Institute For Environmental Medicine

utilized such standard approaches for cognitive, sensory and

psychomotor assessment in determining dose-response relationships for

narcotic agents and in determining effects of high pressures of inert

gases (at-rest and in exercise), both relevant to diving (1-5). Such

methods were not convenient for repetitive serial testing, were not

applicable to underwater administration, and test scores were not

immediately available however, so when an important pro.ject arose in

which such tests were required in a submerged setting, new methods had

to be found.

Early developments of integrated apparatus to overcome the limitations

_F _nvmnPjc_m_] m_hn_l_ of test item administration and scoring during

chan_in_ states of stress had also been recognized by investigators

elsewhere, leading to development of systems with acronyms PEMCON (6)

and SINDBAD (7,8). While these systems provided for serial testing, as

hard-wired electomechanical devices they were limited in flexibility

and in capability for expansion or modification of test programs.

Evolut%on of the PMS.

Fortunately, details of the U.S.Navy sponsored SINDBAD were made

available to the Institute at the time of a major investigation in

1971. Further developmment was then undertaken. This was completed for

use in another major study in 1974 as a software-based system employing

the Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-12 minicomputer for control of test

item administration, receipt of subject responses, scoring and

computation of descriptive statistics (9, i0).

Further development involved the Subject Console (described below)

which was simplified from its original form and fitted with helium-

resistant light-emitting diode displays to replace incandescent

illuminators. An electronic circuit board was designed and integrated

into the console to reduce the number of wires connecting the console

to its controller from 64 to 8. Its ability to function underwater, and

in high pressure and high altitude environments was preserved.

Later, the system was adapted to the PDP-II minicomputer, then to an

early (Vectorgraphic Co.) microcomputer and more recently to personal

computers (IBM PC and compatibles). All tests which formerly required

the random access projector for test item presentation can now also be

implemented by video graphics.



The PMS Test Library.

The Performance Measurement System Test Library was selected at its

inception to permit assessment of a range of the human abilities which

relate to performance tinder varied levels of physiological and

psychological stress, or pharmacological effect (11-15). It includes

tests of sensory, perceptual, cognitive, memory, psychomotor, system

equalization, and motivational abilities and states. This current test

library of 30 tests (Table II, with the Performance Measurement System

Hardware has been employed at the U.S. Navy Experimental Diving Unit

(16) and at the Norwegian Underwater Technology Center (17-19), as well

as at the Institute For Environmental Medicine (10,20).

Historical Review of Co.mputer Application to Psychometrics.

Psychological research has utilized digital computers for many years in

a variety of applications. The predominant time course and nature of

this utilization closely parallels the progress in computer technology.

Early in the sixth decade of this century, physically large mainframe

the precursor of the laboratory-type computer was nascent. However,

investigators in Psychology were already using computers to a limited

extent in such endeavors as on-line experiment control, simulation of

mathematical models, artificial intelligence, and data analysis and
interpretation (21-24). A primary development in that decade was for

the use of computers in personality, aptitude and interest assessment

batteries (24,25).

As the decade came to an end, on-line automated psychological

evaluation had progressed to human psychometric testing as well as

personality/interest assessment. Because of the severe restrictions on

the range of tests which time-shared mainframe computers imposed, these

initial efforts were based on computer control of special purpose

electro-mechanical devices (24-27).

The advent of the laboratory minicomputer opened new opportunities in

computer-implemented psychometric testing. As the power of these

computers increased and their cost fell, and as manpower costs rose,

computerized automation of psychometrics was viewed as an increasingly

attractive alternative. Thus, a transition from special-purpose systems

to psychometric automation on this new generation of computing machines

began in the seventh decade (25). The computerization of psychometrics

at this stage was incomplete due to limitations in computer graphics

capability and speech synthesizer capabilities. The computers were

still limited to controlling traditional graphics display media and

audio devices such as random access slide projectors, film loops, and

audiotape players.
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Table 1

Performance Measurement System Tests

and

Abilities, Skills, and States Tested

Group

Test

no. Test name

Ability, skill, state

assumed tested

k_/

A

B

C

D

E

F

5

6
7

8

9

10

II

12

13

G 14

15

16

17

H 18

I 19

J 20

21

22

23

24

K 25

L 26

27

28

M 29

3p

Hidden Patterns Test

Nearer Point Test

Number Comparison Test

Card Rotations Test

Key Insertion Test

Wrench and Cylinder Test

Stylus Test

Visual Reaction Time Test

Word-Number Test

Letter Sets Test

Surface Development Test

Choosing a Path Test

Multiplication Test

Addition Test

Subtraction Test

Division Test

Choice Reaction Time Test

Visual Digit Span Test

Compensatory Control Test

Compensatory Coordination Test

Pursuit Control Test

Pursuit coordination Test

Static Control Test

Operations Test

Multiple Affect Adjective

Check

List

Sensation Seeking and

Anxiety States Test

Flexibility of Closure

Length Estimation

Perceptual Speed

Spatial Ability

Finger Dexterity

Manual Dexterity

Tapping; Aiming

Reaction Speed

Time Estimation

Associative Memory

Inductive Reasoning

Visualization

Spatial Scanning

Numerical Ability
ww
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Response Orientation

Span Memory

Manual Tracking

Multiple Limb Coord.

Manual Tracking

Multiple Limb Coord.

Steadiness

General Reasoning:

Numerical Ability

Anxiety

Depression

Hostility

Sensation Seeking

Anxiety
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As the seventh decade progressed, computer size and price continued to

fall. By the end of the decade, table-top microcomputers were becoming

common, and the concept of the personal computer had been introduced.

Microprocessor based machines, albeit limited in memory capacity, were

replacing laboratory systems in some applications, including on-line

control and data acquisition/processing in psychometric testing.

Computer graphics were still not significantly improved over the older

machines, and microprocessor based instrumentation for psychometrics

remained dependant on external devices. However many personality and

interest assessment systems were fully automated in the seventh and

early eighth decades.

As the eighth decade moved on, microcomputers became markedly more

powerful (vast increases in speed, memory, and graphics capability}

while physical size remained substantially constant and prices fell

dramatically. Inexpensive speech synthesizers with impressive

capabilities became available. The technology now exists with which to

develop entirely computer-based general purpose test systems.

Current Status in Computerized Human Psychometric Testing.

k.1

At this time, computerization of mood, personality and interest scales

has reached a sophisticated level with programs for on-line

administration, analysis, interpretation and report generation

commercially available for a number of personal type computers. The

development of computer-automated psychometric testing, however, is

still in early stages of development (25).

Examination of the scientific literature on psychometric development

and utilization shows that current emphasis is on the development of

new tests, particularly those utilizing the new and powerful computer

graphics capabilities, and on the establishment of proper tolerances

and methods for such basic actions as measuring reaction time. There

are relatively few descriptions of systems with more complex test

batteries for special-purpose applications, and there are not as yet

published reports of efforts to develop a broadly useful computer-

automated psychometric test system. There is activity relevant to such

development, however, in the form of research to establish a system

which will allow psychologists to formulate and execute tests in a

modular mode which is convenient and easy for them to use without any

great understanding of machine-language or even higher-level computer

language programming techniques (28-30).

One research area which has received special attention from those

interested in computer-automated human psychometric testing is the

assessment of impact of environmental pollutants. Several systems with

batteries of tests suitable for this application have been developed

and described (25). Other areas with activity in computer-automated

psychometrics include the screening of pilots and air traffic

controllers, assessing the impact on humans of various agents or

conditions over time, assessing the impact of extended work periods and

fatigue, and evaluating regional cortical dysfunction in patients with

psychiatric disorders (25,27). Commercially, one system is available
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for conducting psychometrics in remote locations (31). This system has
origins in military development programs, and its emphasis has been on
portability.

Systems with broader computerized human performance testing capability
are one designed for quantitation of neurologic function to aid
clinical neurologists (32), and another under development by a U.S.
tri-service group to evaluate cognitive performance for chemical
defense purposes (33,34). This latter program represents one of the
most complex hardware systems described, calling for utilization of the
speech synthesizer and a computer network bringing to a central unit
the results from many distributed test stations. An expanding test
battery is available for this system.

T.echnical Description of the PMS.

The Investigator and the Subject generally are at different "stations"

in use of the PMS. The sub}act Station consists of the subject Display-

Response console, a set of position response sticks ("joysticks"), a

random access projector with special computer interface, and a video

Subject Console to a _unction box adjacent to the computer at the

Investigator station. An eight wire cable is also required to connect

the joysticks to the junction box. A coaxial cable connects the video

display to the computer. Finally, a 15 wire cable connects the junction

box to the computer. If the station is remote from the investigator,

audio and possibly video communication facilities will usually be

required.

The investigator station consists of an IBM or compatible microcomputer

with a hard drive of at least 20 Mb. The computer must have dual video

display adapters: the default display to which the computer "boots up"

drives the video at the Investigator Station, while the secondary video

operates the display at the Subject Station. In addition the computer

must have two parallel ports (one for a printer, the other to operate

the PMS), an analog-to-digital converter, and the Performance

Measurement System Software. Further, there is unit which combines the

PMS power supply and a _unction box where the system's interconnecting

cables come together.

The Subject Display-Response Console is described in detail below.
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The Display-Response Console. The display-response console (Fig. i) is

a square one foot on a side, and several inches thick, supported at a

comfortable viewing angle. It has recessed illuminated "cells" as

follows. At the top are five contiguous variable 7-segment light

emitting diode displays, variable zero to nine. Below are three rows of

cells with five fixed characters in each, with the digits I-5 in the

upper row, 6-0 in the center row, and the symbols for division,

subtraction, a "star", addition, and multiplication in the bottom row.

The cells in the bottom row are shaped alternately round and square,

while those in the two rows above are all round. All cells are

independantly illuminated under computer control. For some tests (Test

Groups B,C,D,I,K), this panel is used both for test item display, and

for subject response. The panel is used for subject response in all

tests except those employing the "joysticks".

Subjects respond to test items by placing a hand-held device containing

a magnet in an appropriate cell. The three magnetic devices currently

in use are a cylinder (stylus), a key insertion device, and a two piece

wrench and cylinder device. The latter two are for psychomotor tests,

while the stylus is used in perceptual and cognitive tests.

k.w

SUBJECT DISPLAY-RESPONSE CONSOLE

k_J

HANO CONTROLS WRENCH ANO CYLINOER KEY INSERTION STYLUS
DEVICE DEVK:E

FRONT GRIP

Fig.1. Display and Response components of the

Performance Measurement System.
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The magnetic devices act on miniature magnetic reed switches positioned

beneath each of the lower 15 panel cells. As the magnet reaches about

half-way into the cell the reed switch closes, signaling to the

computer either a number, a symbol, or a timed event.

The "joysticks" mounted on either side of the panel for tracking tests

are isometric (force sensitive) devices with a single push button on
each.

Tes_ administration locations need not be limited to having the subject

in direct view of the investigator. The remote subject (in another

room, in an environmental chamber, underwater) can be in view by means

of closed-circuit television.
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_ARDW6RE REQUIREMENTS AND INSTALLAT%ON.

The Computer. The PMS requires an IBM PC/XT/AT or fully compatible

computer (ordinarily not supplied by ECOSYSTEMS), with 640K memory, at

and two empty slots. To operate with PMS, the computer requires in

addition to the usual configuration of a video card and monitor and

parallel port LPT-I for the printer, a second video card and monitor, a

second parallel port configured as LPT-2, and an analog-to-digital
converter.

Default (primary) and secondary video and parallel ports. The PMS

requires two video cards and two monitors. The primary video (the video

which is activated when the computer "boots up") is for use by the

investigator. This default video must be in the MDA mode, to avoid

memory conflict with the secondary video, for use by the subject, which

must be in the CGA mode. The PMS software automatically configures the

secondary video when it is called for use in Test Item presentation.

Ecosystems provides the second video card (CompuAdd model CPG-400),

which combines CGA graphics with a monochrome composite video output

and a parallel port configured as LPT-2. The use of composite video

provides for a simple coaxial cable connection between the computer and

the subject's display monitor with essentially no practical limit on

distance between them. The parallel port LPT-2 provides communication

between the PMS hardware and the computer. If your computer already has

two parallel ports enabled as LPT-I and LPT -2, then the parallel port

on the CPG-400 must be disabled before installation (see CPG-400

manual).

To install the CPG-400, check its configuration (see manual); then

simply plug it into an empty slot in the computer. Then attach the

adapter which converts the DB-9 connector to an RCA-type jack.

12
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AnaloK-to-di_ital converter. An analog-to-digital converter is employed

by the PMS system to convert analog voltages from the four axes of the
two "Joysticks" to digital form. The converter employed and supplied by

Ecosystems is Industrial Computer Source model ML-8, which is installed

"as is" in a second empty slot in the computer.

Follow the ML-8 manual installation instructions, and use the ML-8

software on the diskette supplied to determine if there is an address

conflict, and if there is, how to correct it. The 36 pin analog-to-

digital converter connector provides for all signals to and from the

joysticks.

Pro iector. The projector supplied by Ecosystems has an interface which

provides random access under computer control. Communication to and

from the computer is via LPT-2.

Power Supply/Junction Box. The power supplies necessary for operation

of the PMS are combined into a single unit with a junction box which

contains connectors for interconnection of the PMS hardware.

An adjustable regulated 9 volt DC supply provides power to the printed
circuit beard inside the _ubject condo!e. This v_]t_ _s reduced to

6.S volts for the circuitry by an on-board regulator. To minimize power

dissipation in this regulator, the output of the 9 volt supply is

reduced to an amount just sufficient to permit the on-board regulator

_ to function when the maximum number of LED segments are "lit". This
condition is activated by use of the PANEL diagnostic utility described

in a later section. The only other power required by PMS is twelve

volts at 60 Hz provided to the joysticks from line voltage by a step

down transformer.

In te?connectin_ PMS hardware.

Supply/Junction (Interconnection) Box. Take care that cables

connected to their proper destinations.

The Subject Display Response Console

The Joysticks

The Projector

The single cable from the Splice Box

Connect the following to the Power
are

Connect the following to the computer:

The CCTV monochrome video monitor with composite input

to the RCA type jack on the CPG 400 video card with the

coaxial cable (BNC connector at one end, RCA phono plug

other end).

_J

The two cables from the splice box. The smaller

connector to the parallel port LPT-2. The larger

connector to the ML-8 analog-to-digital converter.

If the joysticks are not part of the system, there may be a

single cable direct from the junction box to the computer

LPT-2 port.

13



You can use the diagnostic software as described below to check for

proper operation of the subject display/response console, the secondary

(subject) video, the projector, and the joystick response devices

after you install the software (see TEST SOFTWARE section).

HARDWARE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE.

The secondary (subject) video (CGAT and CGAC). Be sure that the

installed default video system is an MDA video card, or a multi-mode

video card set to the MDA mode. If it is in a color mode, there will

most likely be a video memory conflict with the secondary video. Follow

instructions for your own installed system. You may need to acquire an

MDA card if your current video can not be set to MDA.

Once the computer has booted with the default video in MDA, use the

CGAT utility to test the secondary video.

type CGAT <return>

A sequence of messages will appear on the default monitor and a

corresponding sequence of test displays will appear on the secondary

monitor. If the computer were to "lock up" this would signal a video

memory ronf]ic_ d-_ to the default video not in MDA mode. The final

image requires the presence of a particular .pix file; if it is not

present, you will get an error message. This is of no cosequence and

can be ignored. If the displays appeared as specified, then all PMS

k_jTests which use video for Test Item presentation will operate.

The composite CCTV monitor needs to be checked to determine if the

horizontal and vertical axes have equal deflection sensitivities. This

can be accomplished using the CGAC utility:

type CGAC <return>

The display which now appears has outer and inner boxes, and horizontal

and vertical "ticks". The inner box and the ticks are for use as aids

in adjusting vertical size and/or linearity as necessary for equal

spacing of the ticks across the screen and for equality to spacing of

horizontal tick marks.

The sub.{ect d%splay/response console (PANEL and PANEL2). To affirm

proper operation of the Subject Console, be sure it is properly

connected, and that the PMS Power Supply unit is ON.

type PANEL <return>

The default monitor gives instructions which provide for testing the

individual panel LED displays and the corresponding magnetic reed

response switches. An additional utility program repeatedly cycles the

LED displays. To call this utility,

type PANEL2 <return>

The LED displays should now sequentially and cyclically be turned on

and off.

f
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The projector (PROJECT). To test for proper operation of the

projector, be sure it is connected to the junction box and power is ON.

type PROJECT <return>

The Projector is exercised automatically, as indicated on the default

monitor.

The position control devices - "joysticks" (JOYT). To check operation

of the pushbuttons and X-Y axis responses of these devices, use the

utility JOYT.

type JOYT <return>

The subject monitor displays a box with a jittering dot within. The

jitter is normal. The left or right stick is activated by pressing its

corresponding top-mounted button. While a button is held down, the box

flashes. The default monitor indicates which stick is active and the

dot's relative position within the box. This utility is also employed

to calibrate the joystick sensitivities as described in the next

section.

Calibration of the joysticks. The joysticks used in the PMS are

isometric (force-operated) devices which have been calibrated for

Procedures for checking calibration and for recalibration are provided

below.

The following tools are required.

i. Spring scale with I/2 oz. resolution and range to 48 oz. minimum

2. Precision 48 oz. weight

3. Phillips and small slotted head screwdrivers.

Prior to performing the procedure below,

spring scale with the 48 oz. weight.

check the calibration of the

To check calibration, position the subject video display within easy

view of the display/response console. With the system in operation, run

the JOYT utility. A box will appear on the video display with a dot at

or near the center.

In response to the prompt: CENTER JOYSTICK POSITION? (Y/N), type Y. The

software will then compensate for any zero position offset of the dot

within the box.

Attach the spring scale to the center of a joystick "knob". The knob is

the larger diameter cylinder near the end of the "stick" which encloses

the pushbutton. Align the spring perpendicular to the stick and apply a

force of 48 oz. along an X or Y axis. The centered dot should then move

to the border defined by the box on the screen. Rotate the spring scale

180 degrees and check deflection from center to the opposite border.

Any assymetry could be due to nonlinearity of the video monitor, as

well as to assymetry within the joysticks, which are of high quality.

Check/adjust the monitor linearity with the CGAC utility if the need

for this is indicated.

15



Repeat the above in the other axis of the joystick, and then for the
other joystick. It is advisable to repeat this check prior to starting
a Test Series.

Should the above procedure
proceed as follows:

indicate that recalibration is necessary,

To perform calibration, turn power off, and remove 5 machine screws

holding each joystick housing to the base plate. Position the

controller to be calibrated horizontally (on its side) with its housing

near the edge of the horizontal surface (Fig. 2).

Hang the 48 oz. weight from the center of the joystick knob as

described above (Fig. 2). Rotate the controller until force is exerted

on an X or Y axis.

Use the trim potentiometers in the bottom of the housing to adjust

deflection sensitivity (Fig. 2). Adjust the appropriate potentiometer

as required until the dot is at the border. Rotate the joystick 180

degrees and check the deflection sensitivity from the center to the

ether border,

Repeat the

joystick.

above procedure in the other axis and for the other

Upon completion of these procedures, turn power off and replace the

joysticks in their proper positions on the baseplate.

!

1
I

Fig.2. Setup for calibration of joysticks.
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TgST SOFTWARE

Installation. The PMS distribution diskettes should be copied in their

entirety onto your hard disk under a new subdirectory: \PMS for

example. The distribution diskettes should then be put in a safe place.

Early and subsequent versions of Test software for DOS computers. In

the initial conversion of the PMS Test software from CPM/Fortran to

DOS/Qbasic, the limitation of being able to run only one test at a time

was retained. Subsequently, development of a utility (EXEC) was

initiated. This utility streamlines the administration of PMS Tests as

will be described in the next Section of this manual.

Runnin_ PM$ Tests. This information is superceded by the EXEC version

of PMS software. It is provided here as an introduction to EXEC.

When you "call" a test by typing its group letter name, for example

B <return>

the first screen which appears on the investigator's monitor is a menu

for Test Group B. The menu prompts for entry of information such as

eta= _ the experiment, St!B.TvCT identificatJon_ whether the Subject is

Bight or heft handed, TRIAL number, TEST identification, FORM of the

Test, and ORDER to provide a seed number to the random number generator

when it is used. The date and time of day need not be entered by the

k._j Investigator -- they are taken from the computer's clock and are placed

in the printed output and the data file. It is therefore important at

bootup to check and correct if necessary the DOS date and time.

This first screen is tailored to

slightly accordingly.

each Test Group, and so will vary

Fill in the information as prompted on each line, keying RETURN after

each entry. Use the BACKSPACE key to correct erroneous entries, and the

ARROW keys to move among lines.

When you key RETURN following the last entry on the screen,a new screen

will appear, containing the standard Test Instructions for the

particular test. These instructions are identical to those in the

original PMS manual as prepared by D.E. Fletcher. They are presented

for the convenience of the Investigator, and can be bypassed quickly by

"hitting a key". Sometimes, a second page of instructions will appear.

To start the test, "hit any key". This starts a 5-second countdown on

the Subject Console (exception: for the "J" Test, countdown appears on

the Subject's video monitor) at the end of which the test starts. Two

lines are then added to the Investigator's screen: The F1 key will

terminate the test immediately, while the F2 key will extend the test

to 900 seconds.

k_J
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When the test is completed, all "nines" will light momentarily, then

the entire Subject Console goes dark. The next investigator screen

starts with a header containing information from the menu. It scrolls

as it is filled with detailed test scoring and stops with a summary of
test results.

The Investigator is then queried if a printout of test results is

desired. If the response is _es, a printout of the above is provided to

a printer connected at port LPT-I.

Then, the Investigator is queried if the test results are to be stored

onto a data file in the current subdirectory. If the response is yes,

all test data information is transferred to disk with an appropriate

filename containing the subjects initials, Test identification and
trial number with the suffix .dat.

CREATING AND RUNNING TEST SEQUENCES: THE EXEC UTILITY

INSTALLATION.

The PMS distribution diskettes should be copied in their entirety onto

your hard disk under a new subdirectory: \PMSEXEC for example. The

distribution diskettes should then be put in a safe place.

To function under the control of EXEC, it has been necessary to modify

the software of each PMS Test. These modifications do not in any way

alter the way in which the Tests operate.

Each PMS Test tailored to function under control of EXEC can still

function as a stand-alone Test as well, independant of the EXEC

utility. Pre-EXEC versions of PMS Tests will not run under EXEC.

Therefore, EXEC is supplied with a complete set of modified PMS Test

software.

INTRODUCTION.

EXEC is a utility program which streamlines the

Performance Measurement System (PMS) Tests.

administration of

Prior to EXEC, an investigator who wanted to administer a series of PMS

Tests to a subject had to manually call each test up and fill in a pre-

test menu (test site, subject, experimental conditions, etc.) while the

subject waited.

EXEC allows the investigator to create a sequence of tests and fill in

their menus prior to their administration. It is easy to use. Its

operation will be explained and illustrated below with the aid of

reproductions of Print Screen "dumps" as they actually appear during

configuration of an EXEC batch file.
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OVERVIEW.

EXEC has two parts, as described below, which require investigator
responses to on-screen prompts. This information is saved in a "batch
file" which can be modified, used to create other batch files, and
ultimately used to automate the administration of a test sequence to
the subject, all within the EXEC program.

kj

part I. Entry/Modification Qf Test Sequence

stage:

and Menu Fill-In. In this

i. A source batch file is created and selected for editing.

2. A destination (runtime) batch file name is selected (where the

results will be saved with this filename).

3. The Test sequence is entered.

4. Answers to menu questions are entered or modified. Answers can

be left blank if information is not yet available.

When all menus have been completed, the batch file can be saved to the

previously named destination file. This file can be retrieved and

modified (b_ r repe_ted c_!!s te Stage !),

Part II. Using a Batch File to automate Test Administration to the

Sub.iect. In this stage:

I. A previously created batch file is called by the investigator.

2. Automated Test administration is initiated by the investigator.

EXEC calls the Tests in the order specified above. If the

investigator wishes to change or complete any menu items

previously left blank prior to Test administration, then Part I

should be invoked before Part II. Any unanswered menu questions

remaining at the execution of Part II can be answered during

run time of each Test.

DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS.

It is important to know at this point that under EXEC all Batch files

are saved to the default drive/directory with the suffix .EXL. Test

result files are saved with the suffix .RES. The suffixes .DAT and

.PIX are reserved for data and video files necessary for the PMS .EXE

files to function. Thus, at the end of a test or experiment session,

the appropriate commands with the *.RES suffix can be used to transfer
all test results to a subdirectory (\RES) for example) on the hard

disk, to diskettes for long term storage, to print out the results, and

to delete them.
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Startin_ EXEC. EXEC.EXE is the name of the executable file which

comprises the Master Program. To start it, simply type exec after the

DOS prompt.

The first screen which appears is as shown in Fig. 3. At this point you

can Edit (create or modify) a batch file (of PMS Tests) by selecting

option E, you can Run an existing batch file created previously by

selecting R, or you can Quit (exit) EXEC and return to DOS by selecting

Q.

If you select Edit, you can either assemble an entirely new group of

PMS Tests to be sequentially administered, or you can modify a pre-

existing batch file. If you select Run, a batch file will be executed

(Tests will be administered).

Assembling the Group of Tests into a Batch File in Advance of

Experiment. Fig. 4 shows the screen which appears when Edit is selected

and the filename BCF has been assigned as both the Source Batch file

and The Runtime Batch file. Since there is no file with this name in

the default drive, their status is listed as "New".

To create a Source batch file, the first step is to select (by letter)

from the PMS Test Library those Test Groups which contain the Tests to

be administered, in the order of their administration. Up to 16 Tests

k_ can be run in sequence in the order selected here. As an example, three

Test Groups have been selected (Fig. 5). After each Test Group

identification letter, type <return>. After the final Test has been

chosen, either depress the ESC key or keep typing <return> until the

cursor passes 16. The next screen which appears is the menu for the

first of the Tests selected as in Figure 6.

Fillin_-in the Menus. For each Test selected above, and in the order

selected, the menu specific to that test will appear on the monitor

(Fig.s 6-8). The process of filling in the menu answers will be

illustrated by examples below.

SPECIAL FEATURE

USE OF "DITTO". In the upper right corner of each menu screen (e.g.

Fig.4) the following instruction appears:

Use > to ditto

This is a page-to-page ditto (repeat), not the conventional " line-to-

line" operator. It can be used to fill in corresponding lines on all

succeeding menus, saving the investigator from repetitively entering

the same information on successive ones. It is important to remember

though that "ditto" functions only in the Edit mode, but not in the _un

mode. It is thus advantageous to fill-in as much information in the

Edit mode as is possible.

To use it, enter the information which is to be "dittoed" . Then,

instead of entering <return>, type "shift period" which sends the code

for > representing the "ditto" operation.
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Test Option Selection in Creating Menus.

Use > to copy an entry to all following menus.

Use <RETURN>, up & down arrows to move among questions.

Use left & right arrows, home, & end keys to move within a question.

NOTE. Not all options listed below appear on all menus.

Site. This can be used to identify location of the experiment:

geographic, room, chamber, etc. Can not be left blank, use dummy

character if necessary.

Subject. Fill with three characters (numbers or initials) to identify

the subject. Can not be left blank, use dummy character if necessary.

Hand. Use R or

is R.

L according to the subject's handedness. Default entry

Trial. Use a 3-digit number, alphabetic, or alphanumeric. Default entry
is 001.

Test__L. The alphabetic Test Group previously selected is shown here. It

is necessary to enter the numeric (see IMPORTANT NOTE below) which

corresponds to the specific Test within the Group which is to be used.

In this example, it can be BI, B2, or B3 (Fig. 6), it is Cl (no other

option) in Fig. 7, and it is F1 (No Other Option) in Fig. 8.

IMPORTANT NOTE ......

With the introduction of EXEC, numeric Test designations have been

modified to provide for a two character alphanumeric identification of

each Test for use within filenames. This also provides flexibility in

future expansion of the Test Library. The original and corresponding

new Test designations are given in Table II. Alphabetic Test Group

identifications have not been changed. In the new scheme, within each

Test Group individual Tests start with the number 1 and can go from 1

to 9. Thus, up to 234 specific Tests can be identified using only two

characters.

Form, Some (not all) Tests have internal options, designated as
"forms". The desired Test Form is entered here. The default value is I.

Order. Some Tests or Test Forms incorporate a pseudo-random number

generator to randomize some aspect of the Test Item administration.

"Order" is a 4-digit number which initializes or seeds (selects the

"starting point") of the number generator. To avoid repetition in the

order of Test Item administration to an individual subject, you can

select a different "order" before each experiment run. It may be

desireable to repeat the "order" at corresponding stages of an

experiment across a subject population so that all subjects are exposed

to the same level of difficulty of Test Items. If a seed number is not
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experiment across a subject population so that all subjects are exposed
to the same level of difficulty of Test Items. If a seed number is not
entered, and the default "R" is left in place, then the software
selects a seed number at random.

Sub,i@ct Display, Some Tests can use either a random-access projector

(PROJ) or a video display (CGA) to present Test Items to the subject.

The selection is made here; the default is CGA.

The investigator will be aware of differences between Test Item

presentation by projector slides and video display. In many cases the

differences are not dramatic. The investigator himself must judge which

method to use.

Instruction Slide. For tests using PROJ or CGA, an INSTRUCTION SLIDE

is displayed to the subject at the same time the INSTRUCTIONS appear on

the investigator's video display. The default is for the instruction

slide to be loaded into slot 79 in the slide carousel, or for the

corresponding .pix image to be called up in the CGA version.

investigator to define the lower and upper bounds of a subgroup of all

available test forms to be used in a test session. When the Test Form

specifies sequential administration, Test Items are presented

accordingly. When a random order is specified, the slides within the

same subgroup are presented in a randomized fashion.

_xperimental Conditions and Purpose of Test. Spaces are provided for a

description of experiment circumstances. They can be left blank. This

part of the menu is recalled at the conclusion of a Test run for

retrospective annotation by the investigator.

Allow pauses during test ? (Yes, No). Selecting Y means that

all the pauses or stops incorporated in the Tests remain operative.

This option can be used when training subjects, or if for any reason

the Investigator wishes control Test progression by "hitting any key"

each time the Test program comes to a stop. Such stops typically occur

when Test instructions appear on the Investigator's video, before the

Test countdown is to begin, and at the end of each Test in the sequence

of Tests

Selection of N causes all pauses within the Test to be ignorerd. As a

consequence, once the concatenated Tests are started, they run one

after the other in sequence without Investigator intervention.

Individual tests are separated by the time required for the program to

generate Test scores, compute descriptive statistics and then give the

usual 5-second countdown before each Test. An exception to the above

occurs with the J group of Tracking Tests. Here, the pauses for

Investigator-initiated software calibration of the "joysticks", and for

initiation of the 10-second practice session remain, even if Y is
selected.
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TABLE II

PMS TEST DESIGNATION: CONVERSION TO TWO CHARACTER IDENTIFICATION

ORIGINAL CURRENT

Group Number Group Number

A

B

C

1 A 1
2 2
3 3
4 4

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

5 B i

6 2
7 3

C 1

D 1

I0 E 1

II F I

12 2

13 3

14 G I

15 2

16 3

17 4

18

19 I i

20 J I
21 2

22 3

23 4

24 5

25 K I

26 L i
27 2
28 3

29 M I

30 2
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Save results after _e$_ ? (Yes, Undecided, No). If [ is selected, Test

results are automatically saved to the default drive as each Test in

the sequence is completed. The filename automatically assigned from

information in the menu is as follows:

ABCDEFGH.RES

where:-- ABC are subject identification

-- DE are Test identification, e.g. Test B1

-- FGH are trial number

-- suffix .RES is reserved for test result filename

The Undecided Option. This option (U) is made available for situations

in which the decision whether or not to save results is to be made "on

the spot". If this option is selected, then the batch program will stop

when results are displayed on the investigator's video. Program

execution resumes when a Y or N entry is made.

If _ is selected, test results are not saved. This

available for use during training and practice

investigator does nv_ ::i_.. _._....___._,'_...... those _,_1+s.__

selection is made

sessions if the

print.results after test ? (Yes, Und_c%ded, No). If !es is entered, the

Test results are printed immediately after each each test is completed.
_ The same considerations apply to the Undecided and No options as above.

Completion of Test Option Selectign. As menu entries for each Test are

completed, the menu appropriate to the Test next in order of selection

is presented (Figs. 6, 7, 8).

After the final entry on the menu of the last Test selected has been

completed, you are prompted :

Save runtime batch file XXXXXXX (Y/N)

If you enter Y, the batch file just created is saved to the default

drive/directory with the "runtime" filename (and with suffix .EXL)

selected at the initiation of EXEC. This batch file can be used as many

times as needed for the same subject in serial runs on a given day, for

the same subject on different days, for multiple subjects on a given

day or over time, as appropriate.

Each time the batch file is used, its menus can be slightly modified to

alter Subject, Trial, etc. The same batch file might be employed under

varying circumstances e.g. differing experimental conditions or for

different purposes. If desired, each specific runtime file used can be

saved by naming them (for example) as BCFI, BCF2, and so on.
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Runnin_ a Batch File. In preparation for an actual experiment run,

enter EXEC and at the prompt (Fig. i) select R. Next, when prompted,
enter the file name as in Fig. 9. This will be the batch file saved as
a "runtime file" as described above.

The next screen which appears has four options (Fig. I0), which are

self explanatory.

_rintout of Test Results. Figure ii show the ancillary information

which is printed preceding the actual test results and scoring. Note

that in addition to the information in the menus in the column on the

left, the right hand column contains the Date and Time of Day (at

computer bootup, or before running tests, be sure to check/update the

computer clock's date and time). In addition, the time taken to review

instructions, and the duration of the Test are also provided here.

More on Repetitive use of a Source File. When a Batch file is created

with a Source file name such as BCF, you can use this file name as the

Runtime file name as well. The Batch file will be saved as BCF.EXL.

This can be a master file which is retained and updated each time it is
used.

Each time Ba£ch file BCF.EXL is used (run), it would be named as the

Source file. The first time used, the corresponding Runtime file could

be named as BCFI; the second time, BCF2, ........ In this manner of

k..j operation, all Runtime.EXL files would be saved, along with the BCF
Source file.

As an alternative, if each Runtime. EXL file were not to be saved, BCFI

could be repeatedly used as the Runtime filename, In this case, only

Source file BCF and a single (most recently used) Runtime file BCFI

would be retained on disk.

For help: R. Gelfand

(215) 476-7892

A.Slater

(215) 825-6000
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